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By Mario Beauregard

HarperOne. Paperback. Condition: New. 384 pages. Dimensions: 7.9in. x 5.2in. x 1.0in.Do religious
experiences come from God, or are they merely the random firing of neurons in the brain Drawing
on his own research with Carmelite nuns, neuroscientist Mario Beauregard shows that genuine, life-
changing spiritual events can be documented. He offers compelling evidence that religious
experiences have a nonmaterial origin, making a convincing case for what many in scientific fields
are loath to considerthat it is God who creates our spiritual experiences, not the brain. Beauregard
and OLeary explore recent attempts to locate a God gene in some of us and claims that our brains
are hardwired for religioneven the strange case of one neuroscientist who allegedly invented an
electromagnetic God helmet that could produce a mystical experience in anyone who wore it. The
authors argue that these attempts are misguided and narrow-minded, because they reduce
spiritual experiences to material phenomena. Many scientists ignore hard evidence that challenges
their materialistic prejudice, clinging to the limited view that our experiences are explainable only
by material causes, in the obstinate conviction that the physical world is the only reality. But
scientific materialism is at a loss to explain irrefutable accounts of mind...
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It in a of the best publication. It really is loaded with knowledge and wisdom You may like the way the blogger write this ebook.
-- Pr of . Sha nnon Wehner  PhD-- Pr of . Sha nnon Wehner  PhD

Without doubt, this is actually the best job by any publisher. It is writter in basic phrases instead of di icult to understand. You will like the way the author
publish this publication.
-- Dr . Ma r vin Deckow-- Dr . Ma r vin Deckow
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